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Senior Software Developer
Job ID #: In-TAC-030-16
Sector: IT
Job Type: Full time
Location: North Vancouver, BC
Number of Openings: 1
Salary: DOE (Depends on experience)
Closing Date: Ongoing until filled

As Senior Software Developer, you will develop, deploy, analyze, utilize, and maintain software, tools,
applications, and information systems as required by the company in order to meet the business
requirements of the company in a demanding global marketplace. Additionally, provide proven leadership
and strong support to a busy software development team in a challenging business environment.
Who you are: you’re a driven, experienced developer who is able to get started quickly on new projects.
You’re an effective communicator who understands the role that business plays in software development.
While you still enjoy learning, you are also motivated to help others. People come to you because they
respect you as a professional and value your opinion. If you see a problem, you’re proactive in finding a
solution. When it comes to your team’s productivity, you are committed and highly accountable. You
recognize the need for quality, and you take ownership of the end product along with your team. For you,
complex problems are not intimidating but rather puzzles to be solved. You want to work with a team who
values your contribution, and will help you succeed in your ambitions.

Responsibilities









Create, develop, support, maintain, and extend a comprehensive ERP software system by mastering a
variety of tools, platforms, and techniques under the direction of the Manager, Software Developers.
Act as the lead programmer on highly complex, difficult and challenging programming issues in which
there is significant business return and/or risk
Improve team dynamic, facilitate team efficiency, and ensure team success by working closely with
the team in leadership, supervisory, project management, and team lead roles as required.
Provide high levels of service to a diverse user base and team members alike by delivering strong,
effective solutions and communicating clearly.
Assist other members of the team by engaging in close-up evaluation of technical details, providing
comprehensive analysis of business requirements, and participating in the group decision-making
process.
Contribute to a team development effort by enforcing clearly-defined methods and standards,
accurately documenting work results, and working in close coordination with various team associates.
Succeed in a fast-paced, demanding work environment and meet strict delivery deadlines by utilizing
effective time management, task prioritization, and multi-tasking abilities while working in complex,
high-risk areas
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Qualifications (required)






Post-secondary education in Computer Science and/or Software Development
8+ years developing proprietary and highly customized software Technologies: Microsoft Visual
Studio, Microsoft .Net, Microsoft SQL Server, Transact-SQL, XML
Excellent command of English language
Excellent written and spoken communication skills
Candidates should be prepared to provide code samples and/or complete a coding test

Qualifications (Assets)









Visual Basic 6
VB.NET
ASP.NET
Crystal Reports
HTML, CSS
Javascript, AJAX, JSON, JQUERY
Microsoft Team Foundation Server
Agile Methodology

How to Apply:
Eligibility to apply for the job: Pre-arrival immigrants to Canada with valid passport from China, Hong Kong, Macau, or Taiwan
For Pre-Arrival clients already registered with In-TAC Pre-Arrival Services, please email your resume to your Counsellor, including
“Job ID # In-TAC-030-16” in subject line. To access free pre-arrival services, please click here to register as our client.

